
One system, many possibilities
Flexido 



Flexido 
The Flexido furniture collection 

is a reaction to the varying needs 
of modern office space, and responds 

to changes in working standards. 
The variety of shapes, flexibility in creating 

layouts and rich colors ensure Flexido 
is tailor-made for your own office.
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Flexido 
An office tailored to the nature of your job. 

space for special assignments 
requiring concentration

individual workstations

a place for creative work

team workplace

separate conference 
and training spaces

relax zone

a place for phone calls 
and video conferences

a place for spontaneous meetings
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The Flexido system enables convenient 
and ergonomic arrangement of office space, 
dedicated to both individual and team work. 



Flexido 
Variety of form.

The Flexido collection has 5 different 
frame shapes, providing flexibility and 
timeless design. The modular nature 
of Flexido allows the dynamic adaptation 
of layouts to suit changes in the office 
without generating additional costs. 

The Flexido collection includes 
single and double desks, modular 
desks, star-type desks, as well 
as low and high tables. 
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Flexido A 



Flexido A
A modern frame in the shape of the letter „A”, inspired by Scandinavian design. 

It comes in 3 configurations:

• adjustable wooden legs,

• non-adjustable wooden legs,

• metal legs.

metal legs
non-adjustable 
wooden legs

adjustable wooden 
legs in the range 
of 680-860 mm

Desktop height 
adjustment in the range 

of 650–860 cm

elements of the system elements of the system



Flexido A
A-frame adjustable wooden legs.

„A” frame
adjustable 
wooden legs

height adjustment 
in the range of 680-860 mm 
(every 2 cm)

levelling

natural oak

elements of the system



Flexido A
A-frame, non-adjustable wooden legs.

„A” frame
wooden legs

levelling

elements of the system



Flexido A
A-frame, non-adjustable metal legs.

„A” frame
metal legs

levelling

elements of the system



Flexido D 



Flexido D

„D” frame

levelling

A frame with an open, universal form, 
with a square profile. The system fits 
well into both individual and team work styles.

elements of the system



Flexido O

„O” frame

Inspired by modern interior design, it fits well 
into artistic and creative spaces,in which 
playing with color and form dominates. 

levelling elements of the system



Flexido T



Flexido T
Thanks to the light form, it looks very 
aesthetic in an open space, as well  
as in office and conference rooms.

„T” frame

levelling

elements of the system



Flexido U
A simple and light leg construction fits perfectly 
into modern and open office spaces. A solution 
dedicated to individual and team work.

„U” frame

levelling

elements of the system



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.
A wide range of system elements that 
allow the arrangement of the office according 
to individual needs and expectations. 

partition walls (upholstered, panels, 
upholstered covers on the panels)

containers, cabinets, orgatowers

hanging accessoriesdesk cabinetcabling management



Flexido 

blend

scallop lifted

electrification module gutter spring

baskets

Functionality and perfect design.

Cabling management.



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.

A sample workstation visualization, a desk with an A frame, wooden legs.

mobile partition 
wall with feet

permanently 
fixed partition 
wall

electrification 
module

hanging 
accessories

plated blend 
for universal 
middle legs

basketflaps



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.

A sample workstation visualization, a desk with an A frame, adjustable wooden legs.

partition wall

height adjustment 
in the range of 
680—860 mm, 

every 2 cm

basket

scallop

hanging 
accessories



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.

A sample workstation visualization, a desk with an A frame, wooden legs.

desk cabinet available 
in the left/right option with 

sliding doors and lock

electrification 
module



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.

A sample workstation visualization, a desk with an O frame, metal legs.

permanently fixed 
partition wall

hanging 
accessories

basketelectrification
module

gutterdeployment  
of electrification 

modules in a star 
type desk



Flexido 
Functionality and perfect design.

spring

container

aluminum frame 
with a cable 
penetrator



Flexido
Upholstered partition walls.

edging finished 
with black string

enabling joining 
of walls in parallel

enabling joining 
of walls perpendicularly



Flexido
Wall fixing.

fixing the wall to the desk 
with a double desktop

fixing the wall to the desk 
with a single desktop

Upholstered and panel walls 
are fixed directly to the desk frame.



Flexido
A suspension strip on which a screen holder 
and other accessories can be pinned and installed.

a suspension 
strip for hanging 

the monitor

monitor holder



Flexido
Colors, finishings.

AAK ADRAJA ANNAWR ASM ABB

MDN

desktops / desk cabinet / container / orgatower

JBSJCZJANJMJ

frame + metal legs

wooden legs



Flexido
Colors, finishings.

MURA

TPU TRO

TCC TGY TKH TOL

WOOL

JBSJCZJANJMJ

hanging accessoriest / wall handles / wall connectors

upholstered partition walls



Flexido
Colors, finishings.

upholstered cover

NEXT

TSZ TGFTZT

AAK ADRAJA ANNAWR ASM ABB

partition walls panels


